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I walk into-page from main target area and run into blue reflective flat surface, window glass or 
water probably window glass since it was in the vertical plane. 

5:47 PM End RV. I could have gone further but I am very sleepy now and there is no way that I know 
to save a session. 

The target was a map. No way to know if I went to somewhere on the map, or what happened. This 
session gets no grade. 

Image source https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pincerno_-_Jenfeld_-_11-2008.png
Image link https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/f5/Pincerno_-_Jenfeld_-_
11-2008.png/570px-Pincerno_-_Jenfeld_-_11-2008.png

5:50 PM End session. 

CHECKLIST (first time ever I write up a checklist for a target)

Lifeform yes or no: Yes
If lifeform, human or animal: Animal
Activity by lifeform if something is being done: Squatting by or in a black mechanical box on the 
ground. 
Movement or travel: No. 
Small item or small items: Small black mechanical box on the ground, consisting also of the two 
parallel diagonal bars. 
Significant water or not: No
Plantlife or not: Yes green treetops. 
Inside or outdoors: Outdoors. 
Mainly nature or mainly manmade place: Both, the trees are nature and the box is manmade. 
Real photograph or artificial scene: Real. 
Mainly close to ground or main vertical: Close to ground mainly. The taller treetops are not 
important in the emphasis map. 
Shapes (round, pole, horisontal flat, vertical flat, cube, bowl, crescent, dot, sphere, or other): Square 
box, two parallel diagonal bars, one or two vertical bars tree trunks, billowy treetops, vertical flat 
plane of window glass. 
Guess what do I think the target is: An animal squatting in a box. 
2nd guess what I think it is: Some construction site that has a dog there. 



3rd guess what I think it is: Building i.e. house. 

ELEMENTS

IE. Green up above at some elevation. 
T. It wants to fall down to the horisontal alignment on the ground. 

2. IE. Small red element consistent with human at floor level. 
T. It is all bundled up and upset. Angry and growling. Round shape not vertical tall standing. 
P. This creature is vile and vicious. This is a small lifeform, smaller or shorter than a human. It does 
not want to climb up into the trees and will not. 

2. IE. Two parallel metal bars diagonally set, facing downward toward the floor. These two parallel 
bars connect toward the top of the bars that support the green. 
T. These are made to use up an amount of force to pry something with, this is a tool or a 
wheelbarrow. 

2. IE. Feels harsh and sinister, serious, unfriendly, hostile. Anger, violence. Resentment. Viciousness. 
Vile. 
T. There is a bad and evil person here. 

IE. Vertical bar or bars that support the green that is above it, these bars are beige or pale yellow in 
color. 
T. These are weak pylons and they can easily snap. 

IE. Activity, something being done on the floor at those diagonal bars. 
T. The vile creature like a wild boar is on the ground. 

IE. Black element on the ground at the red element. It is dark here. Manmade structure in the shape 
of a big spoon with that spoon kind of bowl. 
T. Some evil dark activity taking place here. 
P. This is some kind of box. It sits on the ground. The red element is right next to it. 


